The adjacent diagram, and accompanying images, demonstrate the character of the furniture for Wulugul Walk + Boardwalk.

**LEGEND**

- City Of Sydney Bin
- Raised planter seat
- City Of Sydney bubbler w/dog bowl
- Handrail
- Waterfront pole top light
- Stage 1A bench
- Sitting terraces

**Timber seat**

**New waterfront tree grate (Square)**

**Timber baulk**

**Sandstone seating**
The adjacent plan demonstrates the locations of the furniture for Watermans Cove.
The adjacent diagram, and accompanying images, demonstrate the character of the furniture for Watermans Cove.
View of Waterman's Cove sandstone sitting terraces
HICKSON PARK INFRASTRUCTURE PLAN

The adjacent diagram shows the current indicative locations of required infrastructure for Hickson Park.

LEGEND

- Power outlet
- Water outlet
WULUGUL WALK + BOARDWALK
INFRASTRUCTURE PLAN

The adjacent diagram shows the current indicative locations of required infrastructure for Wulugul Walk + Boardwalk.

---

**LEGEND**

- Power outlet
- Water outlet
- Security camera on outreach arm
- Upright security camera